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Deep learning in experimental LHC physics

Deep Learning applications
“big data” and how to use it?
Using real data and simulation
Understanding and speeding up the “black box”
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Deep learning at the LHC booms

B. Nachmann
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Deep learning at the LHC booms
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• Well, the number of papers booms
• Show some examples from real experiments
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Jet tagging: which parton was that?

Jets have up to 50 particles with detailed information and secondary
vertices →1000 features
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Traditional physicist ML classification
1000 → 200

Design most
discriminating
particle-variables:
How?

200 → 30

Remove
unnecessary
particles:
Which?

30 → 1

Run ML:
Best performance

The traditional dimensionality reduction includes very
difficult questions. Some danger of loosing valuable
information.
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Deep learning
1000 → 1

Best performance
• Deep learning can deal with large input dimensions and
reduces dimensionality directly for best performance
• The gain by deep learning depends on how much
information was lost in traditional dimension reduction
chain
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Designing deep neural networks (DeepJet)
Build variables
per particle
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CNNch
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CNN
RNN
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ch
CNNch
RNN
ch
CNN
RNN
ne
CNNch
RNNch ne
CNNch
RNNch
CNNch
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CNNsv
RNNsv

Final
optimization

FC

global

• Physics insights needed to design neural network architecture
Classification
• Particle and vertex
based network has 20 times less
Classification
DNN
parameters than naïve
generic network
DNN
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Impact of deep learning

DPS-2017-013

Blue: naive network (700 inputs)
Green: CMS tagger (~65 human made inputs)
Red: Physics DeepJet network (700 inputs)

Particle and vertex based DNN performs best
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Impact at high PT

50%

Very significant gain at high pT

~O(10) DP-2017-013

• Main loss of information was identified to be in the particle pre-selection
• Significant additional physics gain expected!
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Fat jet tagging

• Factor 4 in background rejection for full information and deep learning
• Bette PU mitigation and flavor tagging
• Significant additional physics gain expected!
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Deep learned multi-class classification
slim jets
Label

Sub-label

fat jets
Label

H (bb)

bb
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Leptonic b
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Higgs
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H (VV*→qqqq)
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c
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gluon
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top (bcq)

Top

uds
gluon

top (bqq)
top (bc)
top (bq)

W

W (cq)
W (qq)
Z (bb)

• Classifies many categories
simultaneously
• Red classes currently in data
validation and implemented in CMS
production software

Z

Z (cc)
Z (qq)
QCD (bb)
QCD (cc)

QCD

QCD (b)
QCD (c)
QCD (others)

Data Quality Monitoring

• Spot problems during data taking to react
• Certify data quality offline
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Online data quality monitoring in CMS (DQM)
Muon drift tube hit occupancy

“good”

“bad”

Use machine learning to learn previous experts ratings
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Results for single layers (DQM)

• A convolutional neural network architecture
achieves an AUC of 0.998
• Very good automatization of expert
• Implemented real online DQM for test purposes
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Semi supervised ML for DQM
Use machine learning to catch any deviation from “good
quality” data

• Auto-encoder: The optimal dimension reduction depends on the ground
truth. Only “good quality” data is used for training.
• A large difference between input and output indicates high probability
that the data was not “good quality”
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Per chamber more problems can be spotted
Low voltage layer

good layer

Mean Squared Error of Auto-encoder

Auto-encoder indicated problems for low voltage
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Generative neural networks

https://deeplearning4j.org

Generative Adversarial Networks are one way to learn to
generate “simulated” samples
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Theory: Generative networks could learn GEANT
and are much faster once trained.
LCHb like:

Idea:
• Generate simulated data with GAN.
Order of magnitudes faster
Input:
Noise + energy + …
• Conditional GAN that avoids
energy shifts
• Additionally to image also derived
quantities can be enforced (e.g.
sparsity)

GEANT, ATLAS, CMS, LHCb, … many investigate the option
arxiv 1712.10321 Michela P., Luke O., Benjamin N.
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GANs are “hot topic”

arXiv:1703.10593

• Generative models difficult to train
• That the DNN cannot separate does not mean they are
100% realistic/physical
• Very difficult to measure similarity!
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Big data
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Figure 1. Learning Curves for Confusion Set

• Best algorithm at small sample
size worst at large sample size, and vice
Disambiguation
versa!*
We collected a 1-billion-word training
• Too small sample corpus
sizesfrom
cana variety
lead to
wrongtexts,
conclusions
of English
including

arning Curve Expe riments

was partially motivated by the desire
an improved grammar checker.
xed amount of time, we considered
*naturally only an example
d be
the most effective way to focus

news articles, scientific abstracts, government
transcripts, literature and other varied forms of
prose. This training corpus is three orders of
magnitude greater than the largest training
corpus previously used for this problem. We
used 1 million words of Wall Street Journal text
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• Best algorithm at small sample
size worst at large sample size, and vice
Disambiguation
versa!*
We collected a 1-billion-word training
• Too small sample corpus
sizesfrom
cana variety
lead to
wrongtexts,
conclusions
of English
including

arning Curve Expe riments

news articles, scientific abstracts, government
transcripts, literature and other varied forms of
prose. This training corpus is three orders of
magnitude greater than the largest training
corpus previously used for this problem. We
used 1 million words of Wall Street Journal text

was partially motivated by the desire
an improved grammar checker.
xed amount of time, we considered
*naturally only an example and not a general rule
d be
the most effective way to focus
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Transfer learning*: pre-training

Some big and
outdated data
(e.g. 1010 jets)

Latest greatest data

network
• Train a network with data similar to the desired data, e.g. use big
dataset from an outdated CMSSW release

*pre-training one form of transfer learning
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Transfer learning: pre-training

Some big and
outdated data

Latest greatest data

network
• Train a network with data similar to the desired data, e.g. use big
dataset from an outdated CMSSW release
• Fine-tune network up to date data
• Used this technique for CMS b-tagger!
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Implementing additional information

Data: Reconstructed

network

0
0
1
1
0
1
0
0
0

0,1 ground truth
e.g. Higgs =1, QCD =0

loss
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Implementing additional information

Data: Reconstructed

network

LR + S
LR + S
LR + S
LR + S
LR + S
LR + S
LR + S
LR + S
LR + S

LR = Matrix
element likelihood
ratio
𝛁"#
S=
= score
"#

clever loss
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Estimating the likelihood ratio directly
Mean squared error on likelihood ratio per sample shown, 0 = ideal
Usual binary label
Refined loss
+ score
Markus S., Johann B,
Kyle C.

Regress LR
+ score
Johann B, Kyle C., et al.
arXiv 1805.00020

• Adding information improves data efficiency without loss of performance!
• Gets directly LR for many dimensions (e.g. 56 EFT)
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Transfer learning on generator level
Gen level data
(ATLAS, private,
CMS, Delphes …)

network

0
0
1
1
0
1
0

Loss to estimate LR
and S

Loss
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Transfer learning on generator level
Gen level data
(ATLAS, private,
CMS, Delphes …)

0
0
1
1
0
1
0

network
Latest greatest data
reconstructed data

network

Loss to estimate LR
and S

Use estimate LR
and S for training!
Gen
0
level info 1

clever loss

Big data needed, but
not always latest
greatest simulation!
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Big data in state-of-the-art deep learning
arXiv:1611.03530
Training
samples

Model
parameter

Sample/
parameter

Jet

50 M

0.25 M

100:1

Images

1M

50 M

1:50

• State of the art image networks can
memorize each image trained on
• At LHC we often have more samples than
model parameters

That is not deep
learning, we always
could do that

→ Not all “best practices” apply to us
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Using real data
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Training on real data often expensive

Sorry, guys!

• Training on simulation and application in real data a typical machine learning
problem
• Many methods developed to address the problem, need to be tested and
customized!
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Using real data and simulation
Optimizes tagger
in simulation
Requires p(f) to be
same for simulation
and real data

• Input x is real data and simulation
• Features f that disagree are given less relevance
• “Gradient reversal” among the simplest of many methods on the ML topic
domain adaptation
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Gradient reversal for b-tagging
Markus S., Arabella K., Jan K., Mauro V.

Scaled fake “data”

• Used ”scaled” simulation
with same label fraction as
“data”
• “data” improves by using
data label (red to yellow),
i.e. scaling changed optimal
decision boundary!

After “domain adaptation”
• “mc” and “data” more similar (purple & red vs. green & blue)
• “Data” performance improved
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Gradient reversal for b-tagging
Markus S., Arabella K., Jan K., Mauro V.

Smeared fake “data”

• Used ”smeared” simulation
with same label fraction as
“data”
• “data” improves by using
data label (red to yellow),
i.e. smearing did NOT
changed decision boundary!

• “mc” and “data” more similar (purple & red vs. green & blue)
• Conservative approach, data simulation agreement better, but
performance does not always improve
• Can check in data which case you are in!
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Generic problem of data to simulation corrections
Detector response
“likelihood”
Only simulation

Tagger
“posterior”

Theory distribution
“prior”
Only simulation

𝑝 𝑥 𝑖 𝑝(𝑖)
𝑝 𝑖𝑥 =
𝑝(𝑥)

,

𝑝 𝑥 = + 𝑝 𝑥 𝑖 𝑝(𝑖)
-./

Reconstructed observables
Available in real data and simulation

• Cannot infer detector response and theory distribution at the same
time!
• Under-constrained problem!
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where the probability distributions of n and w are distorted in the training sample
di↵erence in efficiency measured in Ref. [6]. The study in Ref. [6] found that a classifier
simulation is more powerful than one extracted from the data. This is reflected in the r
in the right plot of Fig. 3. When a fully supervised classifier is trained on a sample
the same distribution as the test sample (mimicking training and testing on simulatio
better performance than when trained on the original sample and tested on the distor
(mimicking training on simulation and testing on data). In contrast, the weakly supe
can be trained directly on the distorted pseudo-data sample (representing the data) so
the mismodeling of the input variables. This results in a 10% bias from the standard
is avoided by the weakly supervised classifier. Even larger di↵erences may be expecte
other classification tasks that utilize even more input features or are more mis-model
supervised classifier is robust and outperforms the standard supervised learning traine

Not using simulation at all

Different sample “bags” with different class compositions, e.g.
Z0+jets:

Lucio M., Benjamin N., Francesco R, Arial S..1702.00414

Dijet:
d

Z0

many quark jets

many gluon jets

Figure 4: ROC curves for instance classification using five individual features and
using a fully supervised network and the weakly supervised classifier.

• Achieves optimal separation, efficiency unknown
• Outputs a tagger “s” that is only
proportional p(i|x):
4 Conclusions
We have presented a new approach to classification with NN in cases where class
𝑠 𝑥 = 𝑐(𝜼,
𝑝𝑇) 𝑝(𝑔𝑙𝑢𝑜𝑛 = 𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒|𝑥)
known but individual labels are not readily available. This weakly supervised classific
applicability and has been demonstrated in one important discrimination task in high
39weakly sup
quark versus gluon jet tagging. In the quark/gluon and related contexts,

Picking the most plausible solution (regularization)
,

𝑝> (𝑥) = +

,

𝑝>?-@

𝑥 𝑖 + 𝛥𝑝 𝑋 𝑖

𝑝> (𝑖) + +

-./

-./

𝛥𝑝 𝑋 𝑖
𝑝>?-@ 𝑥 𝑖

b-tagging

Markus S., Arabella K., Jan K., Mauro V.

• Data trained tagger can be calibrated by constraints on real data to
simulation differences and the prior.
• We always need to add some physics and simulation information to
brake the degeneracy.
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Black box ⟷ Interpretability

http://www.heatmapping.org

The actual analytical function (O(million) parameters)
is difficult to represent for deep learning, but input
output relation can be studies to interpret the “black
box”
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The actual analytical function (O(million) parameters)
is difficult to represent for deep learning, but input
output relation can be studies to interpret the “black
box”
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Understanding Networks

<relevance>

Radom features as test

Relevant features

B-tagging features

• Check relevant
features with
physics intuition
• Less relevant
features can be
pruned
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Understanding Networks

<relevance>

Radom features as test

Relevant features

B-tagging features

pruned

• Check relevant
features with
physics intuition
• Less relevant
features can be
pruned

• Per-sample ranking interesting for understanding
• Pruning* about 1/3 o the input features did not reduce
performance significantly
*only for pruning other methods might be more efficient
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Making neural networks lighter
DE(F,G)
DF

= 0,

DE(F,G)
DG

DE(F,G,FHG)
D(FHG)

=0

≠0

• Big complex neural networks might be needed for minimization, however
they are not always needed for the actual application
• Important for trigger other resource limited applications
Only an example to give intuition that often simpler and faster networks can be
derived for a deep network
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Summary
• Deep learning reached LHC and currently in validation
in real data
• “Big data” available at the LHC
• Much interesting work ahead beyond network design:
• Transfer leaning @ LHC
• Real data vs. simulation
• Interpreting DNNs
• Speeding up DNNs
• …
• Join and follow Inter-experimental LHC ML meetings!
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Comparisons of DNNs

Misid. probability

We filter on generator level only light quarks and gluons that did
NOT split to heavy flavor.
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Light quark efficiency
Performance of the DeepJet multi classification algorithm, the recurrent and the convolutional
approach, demonstrating the probability for gluon jets to be misidentified as a light quark (uds) jet,
as a function of the efficiency to correctly identify light quark jets. The curves are obtained on
simulated QCD events with p̂ T between 600 and 800 GeV and using jets with a pT above 500 GeV.
The absolute performance in this figure serves as an illustration since the light quark jet
identification efficiency depends on the pT and η distribution of the jets, the event topology, the
flavour composition of the sample, and the generator used. All curves are obtained using Pythia8.
Jets that originate from a gluon splitting to cc or bb quarks are not considered gluon jets.

→ Generic DeepJet and custom quark vs. gluon DNN (2D convolutions) gave
very similar results!
best
→ Data is multi-class, without heavy flavor removed DeepJet was clearly
!17
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can be trained directly on the distorted pseudo-data sample (representing the data) so
the mismodeling of the input variables. This results in a 10% bias from the standard
is avoided by the weakly supervised classifier. Even larger di↵erences may be expecte
other classification tasks that utilize even more input features or are more mis-model
supervised classifier is robust and outperforms the standard supervised learning trained

Quark gluon data only example

Test in simulation with known
labels and a simple neural
network:

Arxiv:1702.00414

→ Weakly and fully supervised
lead to same performance

Figure 4: ROC curves for instance classification using five individual features and

Very interesting
approach
a few
using a fully
supervised with
network
and caveats:
the weakly supervised classifier.
• Limited statistics in tails → tricky for deep learning
• Assumes
that quark gluon is the ONLY difference!
4 Conclusions
• Less straight forward to deal with eta and pT

We have presented a new approach to classification with NN in cases where class
known but individual labels are not readily available. This weakly supervised classific
applicability and has been demonstrated in one important discrimination task in high
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